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Abstract

As the United States military transforms from an industrial age organization into an information age institution, doctrine and strategy should be evaluated and adjusted if necessary to match information age resources, capabilities and mindset.

This thesis uses historical analysis to answer the question: how can the environment be cultivated to foster the next generation of maneuver warfare in the information age? The framework of this analysis is focused on Conventional Air Force/Special Operations Force integration and interdependent operations. The analysis of these operations placed special emphasis on the training relationships developed between these two communities to determine if there are mission enhancement qualities found in integrated, interdependent and habitual relationships. Understanding there are valuable capabilities derived from these relationships, the focus shifts to the post-mission segregation of the two communities that repeatedly demonstrates a misunderstanding of the importance found in long-term habitual training relationships and ultimately hinders non-linear battlefield operations.

Recent combat operations indicate the United States’ military may no longer be bound by the limitations of linear warfare but it is now capable of conducting operational level non-linear battlefield operations. Non-linear battlefield operations are becoming the maneuver warfare standard bearer for the information age military. The Conventional Air Force (CAF) and Special Operations Force (SOF) relationship and interdependent operations demonstrated during OEF and subsequently refined during OIF serve as a model for future joint operations. Service parochialisms should be set aside and CAF/SOF interdependence maintained through strategic level staff and leadership integration.
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Introduction

Battles are won by slaughter and maneuver. The greater the general, the more he contributes in maneuver, the less he demands in slaughter.

Winston Churchill

Individual and organizational relationships formed through habitual training are essential to the successful interdependent operations between the Special Operations Forces (SOF) community and the Conventional Air Forces (CAF) community. Again and again, teams from these communities have come together in time of need, often achieved something few thought possible, and were then dismembered and dispersed to the four winds. Only many years later would they reunite at a reunion of the retired.\(^1\) This is the recurring theme found throughout CAF/SOF operations spanning the past 60 years. Once the mission is completed, the team is broken up and its members are stovepiped back into their respective communities.

These joint CAF/SOF warfighting teams synthesized unique capabilities. Recently, during operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, they took maneuver warfare into the information age and to a new level, non-linear battlefield operations (NLBO). Air Force Chief of Staff General John Jumper summed it up when he said:

“Operation Iraqi Freedom demonstrated that the USAF is thinking about things in new ways – delivering close air support from B-52s aided by Global Hawk sensor unmanned aerial vehicles and forging tight links between satellites, pilots in the air, special forces on the ground, and land force commanders to rapidly plow a path through enemy defenses.”\(^2\)

Successful integration of the CAF/SOF communities requires an understanding of mutual capabilities and limitations which results from both personal and organizational relationships. Over time these relationships provide the foundation for an interdependent battlefield relationship capable of producing NLBO. Non-linear battlefield operations occur when a maneuver force precisely attacks an opponent throughout the spectrum of battlefield operations in both time and space, and feature highly maneuverable ground forces linked with strike

\(^1\) The author witnessed this first hand during the course of writing this thesis. The twenty-fifth anniversary of Operation Eagle Claw was commemorated recently at Hurlburt Field and Fort Walton Beach, Florida. This was the first time in twenty-five years many of the participants were together again in the same setting.

AIRCRAFT. THESE GROUND FORCES ARE NOT ARRAYED IN A TRADITIONAL LINEAR FASHION BUT ARE SCATTERED THROUGHOUT AN ENTIRE THEATER OF OPERATIONS. THE AIR FORCES MAY NOT BE ASSIGNED A SPECIFIC TARGET PRIOR TO LAUNCH BUT MAY BE ASSIGNED A GROUND CONTROLLER TO SUPPORT. SUCH OPERATIONS CAN BE LETHAL TO AN OPPONENT WHO EITHER MASSES OR ARRAYS FORCES IN THE TRADITIONAL LINEAR MANNER.

Research Question

This thesis addresses the issue of non-linear battlefield operations and how to encourage productive partnerships between CAF and SOF upon which such operations may depend. The CAF/SOF interdependent relationship that developed during OEF and further refined during OIF is used as the model for non-linear battlefield operations.

Overview

Chapter 1 reviews early interactions between the CAF and SOF communities including examples from WWII, Vietnam, Iran, and Iraq. Chapter 2 provides an analysis of Operation Enduring Freedom and the CAF/SOF interdependent relationship as the basis for non-linear battlefield operations. Chapter 3 continues the discussion of NLBO using Operation Iraqi Freedom as a case study with a special focus on senior leadership’s recognition and utilization of the CAF/SOF partnership. Chapter 4 demonstrates why relationship building and staff integration is essential to the further development of NLBO, and highlights how these changes meet resistance stemming from service doctrine and service parochialism. The conclusion synthesizes the key aspects of the study.
Chapter 1

Conventional Air Force and Special Operations Early Interactions

To you all from us all for having the guts to try.

Anonymous British Soldier in the wake of the Desert One

The historical relationship between the conventional Air Force (CAF) and the special operations forces (SOF) is riddled with integration problems. Past operations involving both communities are best described as deconflicted rather than integrated. Examples of early integration include the German integration of Stuka dive bombers and gliderborne troops to seize and hold the strategically vital Belgian Fort Eben Emael. A second example, and one that became foundational to the US Special Operations Command ethos, is the American raid on the Prisoner of War (POW) camp at Son Tay, Vietnam. Following each of these operations the CAF/SOF teams formed for the mission were dissolved and the individuals involved were reintegrated into their respective communities. In the US military, this trend of forming and disbanding special teams continues to the present day. In order to break this trend a disaster would have to take place.

In November of 1979 the American Embassy in Tehran was stormed and the staff taken hostage. Five months later, during an attempted hostage rescue mission, disaster struck and eight American servicemen died in the Iranian desert at a location known as Desert One. The tragedy of that day spurred radical changes in the US military and became the impetus for the creation of US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) in 1986. The first
TEST OF THIS NEW COMMAND CAME FOUR SHORT YEARS LATER DURING DESERT STORM; BUT USSOCOM’S GREATEST ENEMY WAS NOT SO MUCH THE IRAQI MILITARY AS IT WAS THE AMERICAN MILITARY LEADERSHIP OF THE TIME. INTEGRATION BETWEEN THE CAF AND SOF COMMUNITIES DURING DESERT STORM WAS MINIMAL AT BEST AND IS BETTER DESCRIBED AS DECONFLICTED THAN INTEGRATED.

**Early Integration**

In the early years of aviation, operations involving both the SOF and CAF communities were typically deconflicted but at times they were integrated. Deconfliction occurred when either community needed to conduct a mission and wanted to make sure friendly forces would not be attacked. Integration, on the other hand only occurred when one community required the support of the other for mission accomplishment. In those cases where integration was required, it only occurred for the duration of the operation and only to the level necessary for mission success. Deconfliction and integration of the two communities was short-lived and limited to a specific operation. Even though integration was rarely achieved, the times when integration was utilized, synergistic effects were realized.

**Eben Emael**

One such case of early integration is found in the German assault on Fort Eben Emael at the start of their blitzkrieg advance through the Low Countries and into France during World War II. The Germans successfully employed gliderborn SOF supported by Luftwaffe Stuka dive bombers to enable the blitzkrieg invasion of Belgium and France. On 10 May, 1940 sixty-nine gliderborn German SOF seized and controlled the Belgium fort Eben Emael. In the ensuing battle, the 650 Belgians in the fortress desperately tried to regain control of Eben Emael but were repulsed time and again by

---

3 The glider assault on Eben Emael was the first event during Operation Fall Gelb, the blitzkrieg into Belgium. Roger Edwards, *German Airborne Troops* (New York: Doubleday, 1974), 71.


---

⁵ McRaven, 53.  
⁶ McRaven, 53.  
⁷ McRaven, 53-55.  
⁸ McRaven, 55.  
⁹ McRaven, 55.  
¹₀ McRaven, 36.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF ASSAULT FORCE GRANITE AND THEIR INTEGRATION WITH GERMAN CAF BECAME A THING OF HISTORY.

**Son Tay**

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF SOF/CAF INTEGRATION AND DISINTEGRATION CYCLE IS FOUND IN THE AMERICAN RAID ON THE POW CAMP LOCATED AT SON TAY, NORTH VIETNAM ON 21 NOVEMBER 1970. Within the military community this raid took on the name, Operation Kingpin. Leading up to the raid, intelligence imagery indicated the presence of American POWs at the camp just west of Hanoi. Integration between the SOF and CAF communities occurred with the incorporation of A-1 Sky Raiders into the rescue plan. Their mission was to attack two bridges near the camp thereby preventing reinforcements from arriving. They also provided cover for the helicopter assault force during the ingress and egress portions of the mission. Operation Kingpin was a “successful failure.” The absence of prisoners at Son Tay tarnished the successful planning and execution of a complex POW rescue plan. However, the integration of CAF into SOF operations proved itself valuable. During the course of the mission a reported 36 SAMs were fired. Two of the CAF aircraft were destroyed as a result of those SAMs. None of the helicopters were damaged by AAA or SAMs. In fact, the only assault aircraft lost during the operation was an H-3 helicopter when its rotor blades struck trees during the infiltration phase. The helicopter subsequently crash landed at its designated infiltration point and the

---

11 Otherwise known as Operation Kingpin it is described as “Operation Kingpin: The US Army Raid on Son Tay.” This description continues to propagate the service centric hurdles encountered when trying to go beyond liner battlefield operations. Major Ioannis Koskinas, *Black Hats and White Hats: The Effect of Organizational Culture and Institutional Identity on the 23rd Air Force* (Maxwell AFB, AL: School of Advanced Air and Space Studies, 2004), 48.
12 McRaven, 287.
13 The A-1’s dropped six Rockeyes and four White Phosphorous canisters (respectively) on the roads leading to and on a footbridge leading to the compound. Additionally, they attacked a vehicle bridge to prevent reinforcements from reaching the compound before the assault force was clear of the objective. McRaven, 314, 317.
14 One F-105 supporting the mission in a SEAD role was damaged by a SAM. Its crew subsequently had to eject and were later picked up by the assault force during exfiltration. A second F-105 (Firebird 03) was damaged by a SAM and had to crash land on an airfield in Thailand. McRaven, 317.
15 Pre-mission intelligence assessed the trees to be shorter than they actually were. McRaven, 312-313.
ASSAULT FORCE EXITED THE HELICOPTER AND COMPLETED THEIR MISSION. THE SKY RAIDERS ATTACKED THEIR TARGETS AND NO REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVED AT THE POW CAMP UNTIL AFTER THE ASSAULT FORCE COMPLETED THEIR SEARCH FOR PRISONERS AND HAD DEPARTED THE CAMP. INTEGRATION OF CAF AND SOF HAD ONCE AGAIN PROVED Viable and Valuable. Sadly though, after returning back to their bases each of Son Tay Raiders, like the Germans at Eben Emael, were assimilated back into their respective communities and the synergistic capabilities of these two communities working together was once again lost.

These two examples represent the many instances of SOF and CAF personnel conducting integrated actions to achieve difficult objectives while minimizing friendly casualties. As the mission needs were developed and defined, brilliant tactical minds recognized small scale integration was required for mission success. Historically, integration of CAF assets focused on traditional CAS and AI operations to support SOF operations. Sadly after completing each special mission, the joint teams were dismembered and absorbed back into their respective communities. The leadership of the time failed to recognize the synergistic capabilities developed by SOF/CAF teams. Unfortunately, it would require a disaster in the Iranian desert for the US leadership to realize the necessity of having a prepared special operations force at the ready.

The Phoenix

The failed hostage rescue attempt of Operation Eagle Claw (OEC) at Desert One provided the ashes from which USSOCOM has its beginning as a command. Those ashes of Desert One provide the foundation and masonry for a command currently tasked as the supported combatant command in

---

16 Operation Eagle Claw is the name given to the operational phase of the American attempt to rescue the American hostages held in Tehran, Iran. Other names associated with the rescue attempt include Operation Rice Bowl for the planning phase and Desert One for the location of the accident where 8 Americans lost their lives and the mission was terminated in failure. For further information about OEC see James H. Kyle and John R. Eidson, Guts to Try; Paul B. Ryan, The Iranian rescue mission: why it failed; and Tim Wells, 444 Days: The Hostages Remember.
WINNING THE WAR ON GLOBAL TERRORISM. The ashes also help define the culture, character and values of USSOCOM and play an important role in determining what and why it operates the way it does.

America’s wake-up call came on 4 November, 1979 when supporters of the Ayatollah Khomeini stormed the American Embassy in Tehran, Iran and captured sixty-three hostages. America was stunned and a secret ad hoc multi-service task force was formed to rescue the hostages should diplomatic means fail. The task force was to transport an elite counterterrorism Army unit that had just completed certification training in November of 1979, to the embassy and then extract both the rescued hostages and the elite Army unit. This task force demonstrated America’s resolve and commitment to its citizens, but at the same time highlighted the limitations of American military capabilities to the world.

Tragically, the world community witnessed the embarrassment and apparent ineptness of the United States when OEC terminated in failure at Desert One following a fatal accident deep inside Iran. The hostages were not rescued, Americans died in a foreign land, and America received an international black eye. The realization that America needed a standing Joint Special Operations capability became apparent during the ensuing Holloway Commission report. The failed rescue attempt and the recommendations of the Holloway Commission provided the impetus and basis for the creation of a standing Counterterrorist Joint Task Force and the revitalization of SOF.

---


18 Koskinas, 98.

19 On 24 April, 1980 after President Carter had already aborted the mission, one of the helicopters taxied into one of the parked C-130’s. The ensuing fire killed 8 Joint Task Force personnel and embarrassed the United States in the international arena. Over time, a small number of the hostages were released but fifty-two were held captive until just moments after President Reagan was sworn in as President; a total of 444 days.

20 Koskinas, 101.
Congressional interest in the revitalization of SOF would eventually germinate into the birth of USSOCOM on 16 April, 1987.\textsuperscript{21} The increased emphasis on special operations in the wake of OEC mandated limited integration through joint special operations and eventually led to the incorporation of specialized conventional assets. Those assets that routinely and regularly trained and operated in the joint special operations community, were incorporated into USSOCOM. The incorporation of certain CAF assets into USSOCOM fostered and facilitated habitual relationships critical to mission success.\textsuperscript{22} The AC-130 Spectre Gunship and the MC-130 Combat Talon aircraft regularly supported SOF operations and eventually achieved full-scale integration into the SOF community with their incorporation into AFSOC. Special Operations missions relied upon the close air support of AC-130 Gunships, but typically did not rely upon them as a primary means of direct attack. Even after the establishment of USSOCOM and AFSOC, other CAF involvement was considered an afterthought and generally referred to and relied upon as CAS. The relationships between the SOF community and the Gunship community became intimate, whereas the relationship between the SOF community and the rest of the CAF remained elusive, sporadic, and only through liaison contacts. The divergent relationships between the Gunship community and the rest of the CAF eventually pulled the Gunship community away from the conventional CAF and closer to the special operations community.\textsuperscript{23} Within a few years after the establishment of USSOCOM, Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait and the US was once again at war.


\textsuperscript{22} Habitual relationships is a term commonly used among special operations staff personnel to indicate an elevated level and amount of training conducted between organizations.

\textsuperscript{23} The shift in relationship affiliations is confirmed when looking at the command structure of the Gunship community. Personnel assigned to AC-130 units are assigned to the Air Force Special Operations Command which is the Air Force service component to the USSOCOM.
Operation Desert Storm

The first significant test of USSOCOM and the CAF/SOF integration came at the beginning of 1991 during Operation Desert Storm. One of the biggest hurdles in the way of true integration was the deep suspicion held by many of the senior military commanders of that time toward elite forces. Many of the senior officers of the time held to the same belief as Britain’s great World War II commander, General William J. Slim that “Armies do not win wars by means of a few bodies of super-soldiers but by the average quality of their standard units.”

Also, the senior military leadership at the time was steeped in Air-Land battle doctrine and did not want special operators running around Iraq without direct control over them. As a result, USSOCOM’s role was marginalized and a true test of CAF/SOF integration was not permitted during Desert Storm.

The two leading generals of Operation Desert Storm were Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin Powell and Central Command’s Commander in Chief, General Norman Schwarzkopf. Both of these generals grew up in the Vietnam era and were deeply educated and firmly rooted in the Air-Land battle doctrine. The American Air-Land battle doctrine was based on linear maneuver warfare suitable for fighting the Warsaw Pact forces in Europe. Envisioned battles took place between massed forces typically along lines of contact, a style of warfare common in Europe throughout the 19th and 20th centuries.

In General Powell’s case, while in Vietnam he witnessed first hand the negative effects and consequences of piecemealing and gradualism. It became his personal campaign along with many others of that generation to make sure the United States had learned the lesson that gradualism was a

24 Rick Atkinson, Crusade; The Untold Story of the Persian Gulf War (Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1993), 142.
26 When President Bush appointed General Powell as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Powell was not only the youngest chairman but also the first African-American. He also held the distinction as being the first Chairman whose frame of reference was Vietnam not WWII or Korea. James Kitfield, Prodigal Soldiers (Washington: Brassey’s, 1997), 337.
FAILED POLICY. General Powell “was from a generation of generals who believed that overwhelming military force was found in troop strength—sheer numbers of soldiers and tanks on the ground.”

He promoted a doctrine of overwhelming forces which eventually led to the deployment of nearly 500,000 personnel to the Gulf region to remove the world’s fourth largest army from Kuwait.

General Schwarzkopf, as the combatant commander, used classic Air-Land Battle doctrine and the nearly half million personnel provided by General Powell’s doctrine to remove the Iraqi forces from Kuwait. Schwarzkopf “distrusted anything that could subvert the precise timetable of his four-phase attack—such as a few hundred heavily armed commandos crashing through Iraq.” Additionally, he had witnessed first hand the failed Special Operations attempts during the American invasion of Grenada. The failure of several Special Operations teams and units—including the loss of an entire SEAL team during the initial assault on Grenada—impacted General Schwarzkopf’s concept and utilization of SOF during Desert Storm. As a result, he marginalized SOF operations, and although he utilized the USSOCOM assets during the course of the operation, he did not encourage them to fully integrate nor did he take advantage of the synergistic effects provided by SOF operations throughout the theater.

General Schwarzkopf’s marginalization of SOF was neither unprecedented nor uncommon. Special Operations forces historically have struggled for representation and recognition. The secretive nature of special missions and capabilities tends to cause a rift between SOF and conventional forces. Additionally, the relative numbers of SOF as compared to the conventional forces historically limits senior officer advancement, thereby limiting SOF representation at senior levels.

---

27 Kitfield, 337.
29 Atkinson, 142.
30 Kitfield, 264-265.
Lack of senior level representation consistently places the SOF community in the role of an outsider, often causing conventional forces to overlook their unique requirements and capabilities.\textsuperscript{31}

General Schwarzkopf "stoutly resisted most direct action suggestions to insert men behind the lines."\textsuperscript{32} He developed a deconflicted operational plan consisting of two separate campaigns. The first was an air campaign consisting of heavy bombardment and precision targeting with laser-guided munitions. The second was a ground-centric campaign closely resembling the type of warfare put forth in Air-Land Battle doctrine — that is, ground warfare closely supported by air power. After 43 days of air attacks against Iraqi forces in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations and strategic targets in and around Baghdad, General Schwarzkopf launched the 100-hour ground campaign.

Although his plan to conduct a massive flanking maneuver to cut off and destroy the Iraqi military was brilliantly executed, it remained in the realm of linear combat and followed Air-Land Battle doctrine. As a result CAS missions during the ground portion were deconflicted and rarely integrated.\textsuperscript{33} "Several fixed-wing CAS operations took place between 25 and 27 February 1991. The first involved support of the 1\textsuperscript{st} Armored Division of the VII Corps, which came in contact with Iraqi forces during its advance north on the morning of 25 February."\textsuperscript{34} The 1\textsuperscript{st} AD called in fixed-wing CAS strikes when it was 35 to 40 miles away from its objective.\textsuperscript{35} As they continued to move closer to their objective they no longer called upon fixed-wing CAF assets for CAS, but instead resorted to using artillery, rocket launchers, and tactical missile batteries to provide

\textsuperscript{31} Robinson, 193.

\textsuperscript{32} Of more than sixty direct action proposals advanced by the Army’s 5\textsuperscript{th} Special Forces Group, all but a handful were turned down. Atkinson, 180.

\textsuperscript{33} General Myers comments looking back on Operation Desert Storm, “We were basically in a deconfliction mode.” Rebecca Grant, “Hand in Glove.” Air Force Magazine. n.p., online, Internet, 9 June 2005, available from http://www.afomagazine/july2003/0703glove.html

\textsuperscript{34} Lt Col. Aldon E. Purdham Jr., “America’s First Air Battles; Lessons Learned or Lessons Lost?” The Cadre Papers (Maxwell Air Force Base: Air University Press, October 2003), 59.

\textsuperscript{35} Frank N. Schubert, and Theresa L.Kraus, The Whirlwind War: The United States Army in Operations Desert Shield and Storm (Washington DC: Center of Military History, 1995), 186.
PREPARATORY FIRES. A SECOND EXAMPLE OF DECONFLICTED CAS IS FOUND IN THE ACCOUNTS OF 2ND ARMORED CAVALRY. ON 26 FEBRUARY A-10S WERE CALLED IN TO STRIKE THE POSITIONS OF THE IRAQI TAWAKALNA DIVISION PRIOR TO WHAT CAME TO BE CALLED THE BATTLE OF 73 EASTING. WHILE THESE SORTIES SERVED TO PREPARE THE BATTLE AREA, THEY DID NOT PROVIDE CAS DURING THE ACTUAL BATTLE ITSELF. IN THE YEARS FOLLOWING OPERATION DESERT STORM, SOME WOULD USE THIS POOR INTEGRATION OF AIR AND GROUND FORCES AS A BASIS TO PROMOTE SERVICE PAROCHIALISM WHILE OTHERS WOULD USE IT TO ATTACK SERVICE PAROCHIALISM.


36 Schubert and Kraus, 186.  
38 Purdham, 59.  
39 Grant, n.p.  
This chapter began with a look at two successful examples of CAF/SOF integration, the German raid on Fort Eben Emael in Belgium and the American raid on the Son Tay POW camp in Vietnam. Following those examples, there was a brief examination of the formation of USSOCOM out of the ashes of Operation Eagle Claw and Desert One. Finally, this chapter concluded with a quick explanation of why SOF had a very limited role during Desert Storm highlighting the highly-charged service-centric environment of the time. The infancy of USSOCOM as a command and the prevalent atmosphere of service parochialism limited the interaction and integration of the CAF and SOF communities during Desert Storm.
Chapter 2

Operation Enduring Freedom

WE HAVE AWAKENED A SLEEPING GIANT AND HAVE INSTILLED IN HIM A TERRIBLE RESOLVE.

Admiral Yamamoto.

ON MY ORDERS, THE UNITED STATES MILITARY HAS BEGUN STRIKES AGAINST AL QAEDA TRAINING CAMPS AND MILITARY INSTALLATIONS OF THE TALIBAN REGIME IN AFGHANISTAN

President George W. Bush

IN RESPONSE TO THE TERRORIST ATTACKS ON SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 THE UNITED STATES SOUGHT QUICK PUNISHMENT AND JUSTICE FOR THOSE RESPONSIBLE. WITHIN DAYS, OSAMA BIN LADEN AND HIS AL QAEDA TERRORIST NETWORK WERE DEEMED RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ATTACKS. SUBSEQUENT INTERDEPENDENT OPERATIONS INCORPORATING SOF AND CAF ASSETS DEMONSTRATED AN ADVANCED LEVEL MANEUVER WARFARE CAPABILITY AT THE TACTICAL LEVEL WITH OPERATIONAL EFFECTS AND STRATEGIC IMPACT. THOSE TERRORIST ATTACKS AND THE SUBSEQUENT MILITARY OPERATIONS IN AFGHANISTAN PROVIDED THE CATALYST TO FORM AN INTERDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CAF AND SOF. THIS NEWLY RECOGNIZED RELATIONSHIP PROVED LEthal TO THE TALIBAN GOVERNMENT, GENERATED IMMENSE DEBATE ON THE APPLICATION OF WHAT HAS BECOME KNOWN AS THE AFGHAN MODEL OF WAR, AND SPURRED A TRANSFORMATION IN THINKING ABOUT MILITARY OPERATIONS IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY.
The Sleeping Giant Awakes


“AFGHANISTAN HAS LONG BEEN THE BANE OF INVADING ARMIES – ALEXANDER THE GREAT STRUGGLED THERE, AND ATTEMPTS BY THE BRITISH AND SOVIET EMPIRES TO SUBDUE THE REGION FAILED MISERABLY.” AFGHANISTAN HAS A REPUTATION AS THE “GRAVEYARD OF EMPIRES,” AND MANY CRITICS AND ALARMIST BELIEVED THE US WOULD FARE NO BETTER THAN ANY OF THE PREVIOUS HEGEMONS. 45 IN THE PAST, THE EXTREME TERRAIN AND CLIMATE HAVE PROVEN TOO MUCH FOR INVADING ARMIES. THIS SAME TERRAIN AND CLIMATE APPEARS TO PERMIT AT BEST A LOOSE KNIT CONGLOMERATION OF WARRING TRIBES ACCUSTOMED TO FIGHTING FIRST A FOREIGN INVADER AND SECOND EACH OTHER. 46 SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES PROVIDED THE GROUND ELEMENT NECESSARY TO ENGAGE AN ENEMY FORCE ADEPT AT FIGHTING MOUNTAINOUS GUERILLA WARFARE. BUT SOF LACKED THE MANPOWER AND ORGANIC FIREPOWER TO DEFEAT THE MILITARY FORCES OF AFGHANISTAN UNDER TALIBAN RULE.

44 The War on Global Terrorism is spelled out in President Bush’s National Security Strategy (NSS). Bush, George W. National Security Strategy (Washington, 2004). In the NSS the current struggle against terrorism is discussed as the War on Global Terrorism. Common language has renamed the struggle as the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT). This minor transposition of words may seem inconsequential at first, but in fact it modifies the meaning and focus of the efforts of the US. We are engaged in a war against organizations that employ terrorist tactics on an international or global scale.

45 Wills, 46.


47 The notion of peace was a new concept for most Afghans. They had known bloodshed and war their entire lives. The concept of peace was difficult for Afghans to grasp as evident from the comments of General Dostum in the months following the fall of the Taliban government. Franks, 326.
supplemented with Al Qaeda fighters. To overcome the longstanding assumption that a three-to-one advantage was needed by an attacking force and to achieve long-term superiority, special operations forces would have to rely on indigenous fighters and the conventional CAF to provide persistent firepower. “Later known as the Afghan Model, this combination of SOF, airpower, and an indigenous ally was wildly successful.”

Ironically, this force combination was originally intended only to prepare the battlefield for decisive operations by conventional Army troops – not to win the war outright.”

The necessity to react quickly to the terrorist attacks on 11 September, 2001 in a land-locked mountainous country isolated from allies provided the perfect environment for the SOF and CAF communities to combine their strengths and achieve a new level of maneuver warfare.

First, the necessity to react quickly to defeat Al Qaeda and Taliban forces in Afghanistan before they dispersed provided an ideal environment for interdependent operations between CAF and SOF. The greatest military in the world would engage one of the worst equipped and trained militaries in the world. General Franks described the military campaign in Afghanistan as a revolution in warfighting. “We (the United States) would introduce the most advanced military technology in the world…onto one of the world’s most primitive battlefields.” Although the United States had the greatest military capability in the world, at the time it was ill prepared for engaging an elusive enemy in the high altitude environment of Afghanistan. The US military would have to conduct extreme operations against the Taliban and Al Qaeda strongholds in Afghanistan.

Aircraft had to operate at high gross weights in altitudes and temperatures for which they were not...
DESIGNED.\textsuperscript{52} The terrain in concert with the access difficulties of Afghanistan provided serious problems for operational planners.

Second, military education institutions have traditionally taught that an attacking force should have a 3 to 1 force ratio advantage at the point of attack.\textsuperscript{53} The problem confronting the CENTCOM staff in the opening days of OEF was that the US could not move an army matching that force ratio and initially thought to number 50,000 personnel into Afghanistan in a politically acceptable timeline.\textsuperscript{54} Accessibility was a major stumbling block for CENTCOM planners. Afghanistan was completely land-locked by countries that did not have basing agreements with the US. This prevented the US from building an invasion army in any of the neighboring countries.\textsuperscript{55} This accessibility problem provided an ideal environment for a SOF led war in which small teams of Special Forces would operate throughout the country conducting direct attack operations supported by continuous CAF coverage.

Third, the US did not want to make the same mistakes the Soviet Union made in the 1980’s when it invaded Afghanistan. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan failed in part because the cumbersome Soviet Red Army tried to engage a guerrilla force embedded in mountainous terrain. The Soviet defeat in Afghanistan provides an excellent example of the benefits of maneuver warfare when engaging a massed superior force. The Soviets clearly had the advantage in mass and firepower yet lost to a more agile and adaptable enemy. In the days following the terrorist attacks on the United

\textsuperscript{52} Burda, 17.
\textsuperscript{53} Boot, Max, The New American Way of War, \textit{Foreign Affairs} (New Your, July/August 2003, Vol. 82, Iss. 4, 41.
\textsuperscript{54} Fifty-thousand troops was the initial estimate proposed by the CENTCOM staff. Woodward, \textit{Bush at War}, 291-292.
\textsuperscript{55} Initial estimates CENTCOM planned for was an invasion force of 50,000 troops. Bob Woodward, \textit{Bush at War} (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2002), 291-292. Military education institutions have traditionally taught that an attacking force must have a 3 to 1 force ratio advantage. Max Boot, The New American Way of War, \textit{Foreign Affairs}, New York: July/August 2003, Vol. 82, Iss 4. The problem confronting the CENTCOM staff in the opening days of OEF was that the US could not move an Army with those ratios into Afghanistan in anything less than 5 months. Five months is based on the timeline from the fall of the Taliban government to the first conventional led Operation Anaconda.
States it became apparent that the Afghan fighters were not afraid of taking on the US military. The Taliban and al Qaeda fighters believed the US would follow in the footsteps of the Soviet Union and deploy a massive ground army. The Afghan fighters would once again turn to guerrilla tactics and maneuver warfare to defeat the US military just as they had against the British in the 1840’s and the Soviets in the 1980’s. Much to the dismay of the Taliban and al Qaeda leadership, the US military leadership would not make the same mistakes as the Soviets.

In the days following the September 11th terrorist attacks on the US, the President came under tremendous pressure to do something. The American public wanted revenge, but the world community wanted a limited response from the most powerful nation on Earth. “US Central Command officials initially predicted that it would take months to prepare for a major military operation in Afghanistan.” They also had “a plan to introduce about 50,000 US ground forces if the Northern Alliance failed to make progress.” This estimate also reflected an orthodox view of warfare that favored large numbers of conventional forces. Ultimately, however, the need for quick action transcended dogmatic thinking, forcing military leaders to innovate. The need to bring to justice those responsible for the terrorist attacks on the US drove policy makers to a rapid, light, and extremely mobile option in Afghanistan. To accommodate the American public’s need for revenge and the world community’s desire for restraint, military force caps were put into effect to avoid the appearance of an American attack on Islam. “The need to act quickly, the inability to deploy

56 After determining Osama bin Laden and the al Qaeda terrorist network was responsible for the terrorist attacks, the United States gave Mullah Omar and the Taliban government of Afghanistan an ultimatum to turn over those responsible for the attacks. The rejection of this ultimatum indicates a lack of concern regarding armed conflict with the United States.


58 Wills, 51-52.

59 Woodward, Bush at War, 43.

60 Woodward, Bush at War, 291-292.

61 Wills, 46.

62 Wills, 51-52.
A SIZABLE GROUND FORCE IN A TIMELY MANNER, AND THE PRESENCE OF A SURROGATE ARMY DROVE THE US TO INNOVATE.”\textsuperscript{63} SOF SUPPORTED BY THE CONVENTIONAL CAF BECAME THE ANSWER. SPECIAL OPERATIONS PERSONNEL WOULD INFILTRATE AFGHANISTAN AND THEN COORDINATE AND DIRECT CAF ASSETS IN SUPPORT OF THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE.

“BEEFED UP BY SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES AND SUPPORTED BY AMERICAN AIR POWER, WE KNEW THAT THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE AND OTHER TRIBAL MILITIAS COULD DESTROY THE NUMERICALLY SUPERIOR TALIBAN AND AL QAEDA. BUT THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE FIELDED A TOTAL OF ONLY ABOUT 20,000 TROOPS, ARMED AND EQUIPPED BETWEEN POOR AND FAIR ON A SCALE OF MILITARY EFFECTIVENESS. THE TALIBAN AND AL QAEDA HAD AT LEAST TWICE THAT MANY FIGHTERS, ALONG WITH MORE TANKS AND APCS, MORE ARTILLERY, AND MORE AUTOMATIC WEAPONS. THIS WAS NOT WHAT STRATEGISTS CALL A FAVORABLE BALANCE OF FORCES.”\textsuperscript{64}

THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE WAS NOT A HOMOGENEOUS ORGANIZATION, BUT A LOOSE CONFEDERATION OF SEVERAL GROUPS OPPOSED TO TALIBAN RULE. SOF TEAMS WERE INFILTRATED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY TO CONDUCT DIRECT ATTACK MISSIONS ON TALIBAN FORCES AND TO COORDINATE AND CONSOLIDATE ELEMENTS OF THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE AND PROVIDED AIR SUPPORT FOR THEIR FORCES. “ON OCTOBER 19, TASK FORCE DAGGER, LATER DESIGNATED JOINT SPECIAL OPERATIONS TASK FORCE-NORTH, BEGAN INFILTRATING TEAMS OF ARMY SPECIAL FORCES SOLDIERS AND AIR FORCE COMBAT CONTROLLERS BY MH-47S INTO AFGHANISTAN. “AFTER NINE-ELEVEN WE (SOF) WENT TO AFGHANISTAN LIGHT.”\textsuperscript{65} EACH TEAM CONSISTED OF AN OPERATIONAL DETACHMENT ALPHA (ODA), NORMALLY 12 MEN, AND ONE OR TWO COMBAT CONTROLLERS FROM THE 720TH SPECIAL TACTICS GROUP.\textsuperscript{66} “DURING

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{63} Wills, 53.
\item \textsuperscript{64} Franks, 261.
\item \textsuperscript{65} Lt Col Robert Monarch, Interviewed by the author in LtC. Monarch’s office located at Hurlburt Field, Florida on 28 April, 2005. LtC Monarch said that SOF deployed to the Middle East to conduct standard SOF missions in Afghanistan such as “infil of supplies, air drops, air precision strikes with AC-130s, refueling helicopters, seizing airfields, going after terrorists.”
\item \textsuperscript{66} Bruce R. Prinie, and Alan Vick, and Adam Grissom, and Karl P. Mueller, and David T. Orletski, Beyond Close Air Support; Forging a New Air-Ground Partnership (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Project Air Force, 2005) 51. The ODA (or “A Team”) is the basic operational element of a Special Forces Group. Each ODA is commanded by a captain, with a warrant officer usually as the second in command. The ten remaining members of the team are experienced noncommissioned officers with expertise in light and heavy weapons, explosives, communications, and medical care. The ODA team is designed to be split, if necessary, into two six-man elements.
\end{itemize}
OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM, THE ODAs OFTEN CONDUCTED SPLIT OPERATIONS. EACH 12-MAN ODA WAS SPLIT INTO TWO 6-MAN SECTIONS. THE COMBAT CONTROLLERS WERE MORE EFFECTIVE AS A TEAM OF TWO AND IN MOST CASES THE CONTROLLERS HAD TO ROTATE BETWEEN SECTIONS.  

“THE SOONER WE HAD THE TEAMS’ COMBAT CONTROLLERS DESIGNATING TALIBAN AND AL QAEDA TARGETS FOR THE BOMBERS, THE QUICKER NORTHERN ALLIANCE TROOPS COULD CLIMB OUT OF THEIR WORLD WAR I-STYLE TRENCHES AND ADVANCE ON THE ENEMY.”

INTEGRATION WITH THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE WAS ONLY SUCCESSFUL AFTER THE ODA TEAMS ESTABLISHED AIRMEN TO CONTROL AIRCRAFT. 

INITIALLY, THE MOST ACTIVE AND IMPORTANT GROUPS CONTACTED BY THE ODAs WERE THOSE CONTROLLED BY MOHAMMED QASIM FAHIM, RASHID DOSTUM, AND MOHAMMED ATTAH. 

“DOSTUM PROVED TO BE THE MOST AGGRESSIVE OF THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE LEADERS. HE WAS EXTREMELY HOSPITABLE TO TIGER 02, WHICH HE OBVIOUSLY EXPECTED WOULD TIP THE BALANCE IN HIS FAVOR.” 

THE AFGHANS WATCHED IN WONDER AS THE SPECIAL FORCES SOLDIERS SET UP THEIR SECRET WEAPON, A DARK GRAY BOX CALLED A LASER TARGET DESIGNATOR, AND POINTED ITS LENS TOWARD THE SOVIET-MADE TANKS AND ARTILLERY…THE RESULTING BARRAGE OF BOMBS AND TWO DAYS OF FIGHTING CLEARED THE TALIBAN FROM BAGRAM.”

TIGER 02, THE SPECIAL FORCES TEAM SUPPORTING GENERAL ABDUL RASHID DOSTUM

---

67 Prinie, Vick, Grissom, Mueller and Orletski, 143. The Rand study uses the term Terminal Air Controllers (TACS) when describing the personnel attached to the ODAs. In fact, the personnel attached to the ODAs were not what the Air Force calls TACS, but were Combat Controllers (CCT). To many the distinction may be minor; they both conduct and control CAS missions. But, TACS are assigned to conventional forces and have a completely different (and substantially smaller) mission qualification standard than combat controllers. Combat controllers on the other hand are capable of conducting independent missions or can be attached to other SOF forces as an integral part of an ODA or joint SOF team.

68 Franks, 289.

69 Monarch interview.

70 Prinie, Vick, Grissom, Mueller and Orletski, 50.

71 Prinie, Vick, Grissom, Mueller and Orletski, 51. Tiger 2 was the call sign of the Combat Controller attached to the ODA assigned to protect and assist General Dostum. General Dostum’s forces consisted of few hundred horsemen riding with him, who might be reinforced by several thousand militiamen in a particular battle. They were equipped with light-infantry weapons, in contrast to the Taliban, which had tanks, air–defense cannons, and artillery left over from the Soviet occupation. Air power almost immediately made a decisive difference. It devastated the entrenched Taliban forces and demoralized them, while heartening the opposition fighters. After about three weeks of hard fighting, Dostum and Attah entered Mazar-e Sharif on November 9.

72 Robinson, 157.
Fought one of the most tactically skillful and courageous small-unit actions in American military history. Facing determined enemy resistance, terrible weather, and mounting casualties among their indigenous troops, these Green Berets used maneuver and airpower to destroy an army the Soviets had failed to dislodge with more than a half million men. Linking combat air controllers to flights of fighter-bombers and B-52s orbiting high above the battlefield had proven even more lethal than military theorists could have imagined. Tiger 01 killed more Taliban in 48 hours with CAS than the entire Northern Alliance had been able to kill in the previous year. Other Tiger teams operating in the south used coalition airpower to pound the enemy into submission. The marriage of SOF and airpower became lethal for the Taliban government and would silence the skeptics of American success in the so-called Graveyard of Empires.

A massive invasion of Afghanistan was no longer necessary. The success of American airpower supporting SOF who in turn supported the Northern Alliance became evident in the capture of Mazar-e Sharif on 10 November, 2001 and Kabul two days later. Of all the missions SOF completed in Afghanistan, “we couldn’t have done it without CAF, because our strike capability within SOF is limited.” On December 6, just 60 days after the start of the war, Mullah Omar and senior Taliban officials abandoned Kandahar and went into hiding, effectively terminating Taliban administration of Afghanistan.

The Acid Test

It would take another three months before the conventional components of the US Army were prepared to conduct combat operations in

---

73 Franks, 314.
74 Franks, 308.
76 Franks, 314.
77 Prinie, Vick, Grissom, Mueller and Orletski, 49.
78 Monarch interview.
79 Wills, 55.
AFGHANISTAN. BY MARCH OF 2002 THE US HAD ESTABLISHED A SIZABLE CONVENTIONAL MILITARY PRESENCE IN AFGHANISTAN AND THE CONVENTIONAL ARMY TOOK THE LEAD FOR COMBAT OPERATIONS. EVEN THEN, AS SEEN IN THE POOR INTER-SERVICE COORDINATION AND PLANNING FOR OPERATION ANACONDA THEY WERE STILL NOT PREPARED FOR COMBAT OPERATIONS IN AFGHANISTAN.\textsuperscript{80} GENERAL FRANKS’ AFTER REVIEWING THE PLANS FOR OPERATION ANACONDA STATED THEY WERE “VERY IMPRESSIVE…but not exactly right. These were very credible plans, but they weren’t completely coordinated. I was reminded of Desert Storm—a patchwork of deconflicted service operations, not a true joint effort.”\textsuperscript{81} THE SHIFT FROM SOF LED OPERATIONS TO CONVENTIONAL OPERATIONS SUFFERED FROM LACK OF COORDINATION AND JOINTNESS.\textsuperscript{82} GENERAL FRANKS WAS A JOINT WARFIGHTER AND PUSHED JOINT WARFIGHTING HARD. HIS GUIDANCE TO THE SENIOR SERVICE LEADERSHIP OF THE ARMY AND AIR FORCE IN PREPARING FOR OPERATION ANACONDA IN AFGHANISTAN WAS “THINK JOINT…THINK INTER-SERVICE RELIANCE.”\textsuperscript{83} THE RESULTS OF OPERATION ANACONDA INDICATE THAT HIS WORDS FELL UPON DEAF EARS AND SERVICE PAROCHIALISM REIGNED.

THE ACTIONS OF THOSE INVOLVED IN OPERATION ANACONDA AND THE RESULTS OF THE OPERATION ARE WELL DOCUMENTED AND SOME CONSIDER IT “THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL BATTLE THE US MILITARY HAS Fought IN RECENT MEMORY.”\textsuperscript{84} OPERATION ANACONDA WOULD BECOME THE ACID TEST OF CONVENTIONAL LAND AND AIR COMPONENT COOPERATION IN A PITCHED FIGHT.\textsuperscript{85} IN THE MONTHS FOLLOWING OPERATION ANACONDA, ACCUSATIONS WERE MADE BY BOTH AIR FORCE AND ARMY SENIOR OFFICERS INVOLVED IN THE OPERATION.\textsuperscript{86}

\textsuperscript{80} Operation ANACONDA was the combined campaign designed to root out al Qaeda and Chechen terrorists from the Shah-I-Kot Valley.
\textsuperscript{81} Franks, 378.
\textsuperscript{82} Franks, 378.
\textsuperscript{83} Franks, 378.
“Above all, Operation Anaconda began without a shift in the mindset for operations in theater.”

“Special operations forces relied on well-equipped controllers to bring in CAS and ground-controlled interdiction strikes a few at a time.”

“When regular US Army forces prepared for Operation Anaconda, the deficiencies in ground communications and air control had not been fully exposed and remedied.”

“Operation Anaconda had an impact well beyond its immediate effect on Operation Enduring Freedom. For General Moseley, who remained as the CFACC for Operation Iraqi Freedom a year later, Operation Anaconda turned out to be valuable preparation for that larger operation.”

**Conclusion**

The terrorist attacks in September of 2001 awoke the United States from its rest. The United States sought quick punishment and justice for those responsible; namely Osama bin Laden and his al Qaeda terrorist network. In the rush to avenge those who lost their lives on September 11th, and to meet the unique environment of Afghanistan, the US integrated SOF and CAF assets. This integration soon took on a level of interdependence and achieved an advanced level of maneuver warfare. This interdependence was extremely effective at the tactical level and proved lethal to the Taliban government. The operational success of the CAF/SOF relationship has generated immense debate on the application of what has become known as the Afghan model of war.

---

87 Jumper, 115.
88 Jumper, 115-116.
89 Jumper, 116.
90 Jumper, 116.
Chapter 3

Operation Iraqi Freedom

*WE CANNOT WAIT TO ACT UNTIL AFTER ANOTHER DAY LIKE 9/11—OR A DAY FAR WORSE.*

*Vice President Cheney*

*FOLLOWING THE CRUSHING DEFEAT OF THE TALIBAN GOVERNMENT IN AFGHANISTAN AND WITH THE AL QAEDA NETWORK DISMANTLED AND ON THE RUN, THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION SET ITS FOCUS ON THE CONTINUING PROBLEM OF SADDAM HUSSEIN AND HIS BAATHIST REGIME IN IRAQ.*

91 FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, THE RELATIONSHIPS BUILT BETWEEN THE CAF AND SOF COMMUNITIES IN ONE CONFLICT REMAINED INTACT FOR A SUBSEQUENT OPERATION. THOSE RELATIONSHIPS BECAME HABITUAL AND PERSONAL OVER THE YEARS AND HAD OPERATIONAL LEVEL EFFECTS IN THE PLANNING AND CONDUCT OF OIF. GENERAL FRANKS CALLED UPON THE CAF/SOF TEAM TO CONDUCT OPERATIONS IN THE WESTERN DESERT OF IRAQ; TO SECURE THE TERRAIN, AND TO PRESENT A VIABLE THREAT TO THE IRAQI REGIME FROM THE WEST. THIS INTERDEPENDENT JOINT TEAM CAPITALIZED ON ITS INHERENT MANEUVER, SPEED, PRECISION, AND LETHALITY TO CONDUCT NON-LINEAR BATTLEFIELD OPERATIONS AGAINST A LINEAR FOE.

*Relationships are Important*

*IN MAY OF 2001, AN EXERCISE TO DETERMINE THE INTEGRATION FEASIBILITY OF SOF/CAF ASSETS TOOK PLACE IN THE WESTERN US. NEARLY EVERY HELICOPTER, AFSOC REFUELING C-130, C-17 AND MANY OF THE CAF ASSETS, WERE “SHOT DOWN.”*

---

“IT WAS AN UNMITIGATED DISASTER.” FOLLOWING THAT EXERCISE, MEMBERS OF THE SOF COMMUNITY BEGAN A PROGRAM TO ESTABLISH TRAINING RELATIONSHIPS WITH CERTAIN CAF ASSETS. “THE INTENT OF ESTABLISHING THESE HABITUAL TRAINING RELATIONSHIPS WAS TO ENABLE SOF, FOR STRATEGIC PURPOSES, TO PENETRATE AN INTEGRATED AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (IADS), CONDUCT ACTIONS ON THE OBJECTIVE, MINIMIZE LOSSES, SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISH THE MISSION, AND RECOVER WHATEVER ELEMENT WAS THE OBJECTIVE OF THE MISSION.”<sup>92</sup> “THE RELATIONSHIPS WERE THE KEY.”<sup>93</sup> BUT BEFORE THOSE RELATIONSHIPS COULD BE BUILT THE ENVIRONMENT HAD TO CHANGE.


**Doctrine or Dogma**

EVEN BEFORE THE TALIBAN LEADERSHIP OF AFGHANISTAN WENT INTO HIDING, PRESIDENT BUSH INDICATED A DESIRE TO REMOVE SADDAM HUSSEIN FROM POWER IN IRAQ. ON THE 20<sup>TH</sup> OF NOVEMBER, 2001 PRESIDENT BUSH ASKED FOR A BRIEFING ON
THE EXISTING WAR PLANS FOR IRAQ. On the 26th of November Secretary Rumsfeld met with General Franks to review Operation Plan (OPLAN) 1003. “The existing plan was a real hodgepodge. Rumsfeld found it cumbersome; it provided every evidence of refighting the 1991 Gulf War.” The existing OPLAN 1003 “called for a force of some 500,000, including six Army and Marine divisions.” It had last been fully approved in 1996 and had received an unapproved update in 1998.

Over the course of an hour Secretary Rumsfeld and General Franks reviewed the plan including the planning process, assumptions and the stale thinking behind them. “It was, Franks thought, the classic kind of plodding, tank-heavy, big-bomb massing of military might from another era. Just the thing that drove Rumsfeld nuts.” Secretary Rumsfeld’s direction was “Let’s put together a group that can just think outside the box completely…let’s take away the constraints a little bit and think about what might be a way to solve this problem.” General Franks and the CENTCOM staff would revise and cut the OPLAN 1003 numerous times over the course of the next year. Each time they presented the plan to Secretary Rumsfeld, they were told to cut again. Eventually General Franks and his staff would arrive at OPLAN 1003 V — the plan that would go to war.

Along the way though, General Franks encountered service parochialism repeatedly throughout the planning process. During one of

97 Woodward, Plan of Attack, 36.
98 Woodward, Plan of Attack, 36.
100 Woodward, Plan of Attack, 37.
102 Woodward, Plan of Attack, 37.
103 Woodward, Plan of Attack, 37. “Traditionally, war colleges have taught that to be sure of success, an attacking force must have a 3 to 1 advantage – a ratio that goes up to 6 to 1 in difficult terrain such as urban areas. Far from having a 3 to 1 advantage in Iraq, coalition ground forces (which never numbered more than 100,000) faced a 3 to 1 or 4 to 1 disadvantage.”
104 As in OEF, political pressure forced military planners to consider a lighter, leaner option. In OEF, the pressure came from the American people and the international community. In OIF, the pressure came from Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld.
105 Franks, 275-278.
THE THINK TANK MEETINGS INVOLVING SECRETARY RUMSFELD AND THE JOINT CHIEFS, GENERAL SHELTON ASKED THE SERVICE CHIEFS FOR THEIR THOUGHTS ON THE REVISED PLAN. "ONE AFTER ANOTHER THE CHIEFS OFFERED THEIR VIEWS OF THE CONCEPT…NONE OF WHICH, OF COURSE, MESSED TOTALLY WITH CENTCOM’S OPERATIONAL CONCEPT—OR MY VIEW OF JOINT WARFARE."\textsuperscript{106} AFTER ENDURING HALF AN HOUR OF THE SERVICE CENTRIC DIALOG, GENERAL FRANKS HAD ENOUGH. HE ABRUPTLY STOOD UP AND WALKED OUT OF THE MEETING LATER COMMENTING, “I HAD NO TOLERANCE FOR THIS PAROCHIAL BULLSHIT.”\textsuperscript{107}

The Operationalization of NLBO

AFTER WITNESSING WHAT TOOK PLACE IN AFGHANISTAN, “I’D COME TO BELIEVE THAT THE DAYS OF HALF-MILLION-STRONG MOBILIZATIONS WERE OVER.”\textsuperscript{108} IN AFGHANISTAN “FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY, THE COMBINATION OF SMALL NUMBERS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES AND AIRPOWER SERVED AS THE FOCAL POINT OF A MAJOR CONVENTIONAL LAND CAMPAIGN.”\textsuperscript{109} OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM BECAME THE SEQUEL FOR PROVING THIS “NEW AMERICAN WAY OF WAR.”\textsuperscript{110} IT WOULD ALSO ADD EVIDENCE THAT NON-LINEAR BATTLEFIELD OPERATIONS UTILIZING SOF AND CAF ARE LETHAL TO AN ENEMY ARRAYED AS A LINEAR FORCE. OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM WAS “BUILT ON SUCCESSES IN AFGHANISTAN, WHERE IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO ESTABLISH ANY FRONT.”\textsuperscript{111} GENERAL FRANKS PRESENTED SADDAM HUSSEIN WITH WHAT HE TERMED “FIVE SIMULTANEOUS OPERATIONAL FRONTS.”\textsuperscript{112} IN DEFENDING HIS PLAN TO SECRETARY OF STATE COLIN POWELL HE ARGUED THAT “BY APPLYING MILITARY MASS

\textsuperscript{106} Franks, 275.
\textsuperscript{107} Franks, 276.
\textsuperscript{108} Franks, 394.
\textsuperscript{109} Wills, 57.
\textsuperscript{110} Max Boot describes the utilization of SOF in connection with indigenous fighters supported by CAF assets as the New American Way of War in contrast to the traditional attrition style of warfare the United States has planned for in the past. Max Boot, “The New American Way of War”, Foreign Affairs (New York, July/August 2003, Vol. 82, Iss. 4; pg 41.
\textsuperscript{111} Grant, n.p.
\textsuperscript{112} Franks, 395.
SIMULTANEOUSLY AT KEY POINTS, RATHER THAN TRYING TO PUSH A BROAD, SLOW, CONVENTIONAL ADVANCE, WE (WILL) THROW THE ENEMY OFF BALANCE.”

The Wild, Wild West

General Franks directed the CAF/SOF team to find, fix, track, target, engage and assess (F2T2EA) the mobile Scud launchers before they could draw Israel into the fight. In doing so, this CAF/SOF team would not only eliminate the strategic threat of the Scud missiles but would also secure the left flank of the conventional Army as they advanced toward Baghdad.

To accomplish this task SOF combined with CAF assets on-call over western Iraq twenty-four hours a day. This fleet of aircraft was dedicated to supporting ground-based SOF personnel searching for Scud missiles as well as the other SOF directed missions. Although the Combined Forces Air Component Commander (CFACC) was the supported commander for the western desert of Iraq and the counter Scud mission, SOF assets and CAF assets worked together in a truly joint operation with no apparent service agendas or parochialisms surfacing. The use of conventional Scuds during the Gulf War was enough to cause some in Israel to call for retaliatory strikes. Likewise the use of conventional Scuds against Israel during OIF was likely to cause some in Israel to call for military action against Iraq. The use of chemical or biological weapons against Israel would undoubtedly cause Israeli military action. If Israel took military action against Iraq, the entire region could have exploded into an Arab-Israeli war. The use of chemical or biological weapons against Israel could not be permitted. Special Operations Forces were tasked with locating and destroying those Scuds before they could be launched. Additionally, SOF was tasked with securing the western borders, providing a second front in

113 Franks, 395-396. Although it seems unusual for the Commander of CENTCOM to try to convince the Secretary of State on a military operations plan, it was important in this case for several reasons. First, Secretary Powell is the author of the Powell doctrine, which promotes the use of overwhelming military force. Second, Secretary Powell had direct access to President Bush. For these two reasons, Secretary Powell was in a position to undermine the transformational push from Secretary Rumsfeld and General Franks.

114 Robinson, 917 and Monarch interview.

115 Monarch interview.
116 Monarch interview.
117 Franks, 434.
118 Franks, 434.
119 Robinson, 193.
120 Of the total CFACC apportionment, support to CFSOCC and suppression of the Iraqi Scud delivery capability accounted for 22.7% of all sorties. Of the 30,542 target nominations, 5,793 were in direct support of CFSOCC operations and/or suppression of Iraqi Scud capability. Over 16,000 CFSOCC/CAS targets were struck. Lieutenant General Michael T. Moseley, Operation IRAQI FREEDOM – By the Numbers; Assessment and Analysis Division, 30 April 2003.
FROM AIRPOWER FOR THEIR SURVIVAL. IT WAS A TRULY INTERDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP.

THE THIRD SIGNIFICANT ASPECT TO CONSIDER WHEN LOOKING AT THE SOF/CAF INTERDEPENDENT OPERATIONS IN THE WESTERN DESERT LIES IN THE UTILIZATION OF A NON-LINEAR FORCE TO SECURE THE FLANK OF A LINEAR BATTLE. REBECCA GRANT EXPLAINED:

IN PREVIOUS WARS, GROUND FORCES HAVE HAD TO PROTECT THEIR FLANKS ALONG A LONG FRONT, BUT GULF WAR II SAW AIRPOWER ALONE PROTECTING THE FLANKS OF ADVANCING GROUND FORCES, ALLOWING CONCENTRATION OF POWER AND UNPRECEDENTED SPEED OF ADVANCE.\(^1\)

HER POINT IS VALID IN THAT THE FLANK MUST BE SECURED, BUT AIRPOWER ALONE DID NOT SECURE THE FLANKS. IT WAS AIRPOWER AND SOF ON THE GROUND THAT SECURED THE LEFT FLANK OF THE CONVENTIONAL ARMY. THE COMBINATION OF DEDICATED AIRPOWER AND SOF WAS SO LETHAL THAT ONE ELEMENT OF SOF CONSISTING OF LESS THAN ONE-HUNDRED MEN USING CAF ELEMENTS KILLED THE EQUIVALENT OF ONE SOVIET-STYLE REGIMENT OF IRAQI ARMOR IN THREE DAYS.\(^2\)


**The Great White North**

ACCORDING TO OPLAN 1003V, THE ARMY’S FOURTH INFANTRY DIVISION WAS GOING TO DEPLOY TO TURKEY AND PREPARE FOR AN INVASION OF IRAQ FROM THE NORTH. THAT PLAN HOWEVER, DRastically CHANGED WHEN TURKEY REFUSED STAGING RIGHTS TO AMERICAN GROUND FORCES. ONCE AGAIN BECAUSE OF POLITICAL

\(^{121}\) John A. Tirpak, and Adam J. Hebert, n.p.

\(^{122}\) The exact size of this SOF element remains classified. Monarch interview.
PRESSURE, GENERAL FRANKS WOULD HAVE TO EMBRACE NLBO. IN THIS CASE, SOF and airpower would replace an entire infantry division in the north of Iraq. “FIFTY SOF ‘A’ TEAMS INFILTRATED NORTHERN IRAQ WITH ORDERS TO COMBINE FORCES WITH THE LOCAL KURDISH PESHMERGA.” THE VERY SAME SOF TEAMS AND COMBAT CONTROLLERS WOULD REPRISE THE ROLE THEY PLAYED IN AFGHANISTAN JUST A YEAR AND A HALF PRIOR. THE COMBAT CONTROLLERS CALLED IN AIR STRIKES AGAINST AN ANSAR AL-ISLAM TRAINING CAMP AND AGAINST IRAQI REGULAR FORCES DEPLOYED ALONG THE LINE OF CONFRONTATION WITH KURDISH FORCES. TO CONFRONT THE MASSING KURDISH FORCES, THE IRAQI LEADERSHIP DEPLOYED THIRTEEN IRAQI DIVISIONS TO PREVENT THE KURDS FROM ADVANCING ON BAGHDAD FROM THE NORTH. AS WITH THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE IN AFGHANISTAN, AIRPOWER “ALLOWED THE KURDS TO OVERCOME THEIR LACK OF EQUIPMENT.” “AS A FIGHTING FORCE, THE KURDS’ OFFENSIVE SKILLS WERE NON-EXISTENT, OFTEN CONSISTING OF DIRECT FRONTAL ASSAULTS AGAINST SUPERIOR FIREPOWER.” “KURDISH PESHMERGA (THOSE WHO FACE DEATH) CONSISTED OF 50-70,000 MILITIA TROOPS STATIONED THROUGHOUT NORTHERN IRAQ.” ON THE OTHER HAND, THE IRAQI FORCES FACING THE PESHMERGA POSSESSED ARMOR AND ARTILLERY. “WITH AIR SUPPORT, THE KURDS WERE ABLE TO OVERCOME THEIR LACK OF ARMOR AND INDIRECT SUPPORT…IT WAS AIR POWER THAT ALLOWED THE KURDS TO OVERCOME THEIR LACK OF EQUIPMENT.”

To the future

GENERAL FRANKS IN HIS TESTIMONY BEFORE CONGRESS STATED:

OUR FORCES WERE ABLE TO ACHIEVE THEIR OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES BY INTEGRATING GROUND MANEUVER, SPECIAL OPERATIONS, PRECISION

123 The political pressure this time came from a lack of cooperation from the Turkish government. Had Turkey cooperated, General Franks would have reverted to the traditional Army model based on linear battle and would have opened the northern front with the Fourth Infantry Division.
124 Wills, 58.
125 Prinie, Vick, Grissom, Mueller and Orletski, 65-66. Ansar al-Islam was a known terrorist organization based along the Iran-Iraq border with ties to Iran
126 Wills, 58.
127 Wills, 59.
128 Wills, 58.
130 Wills, 59.
LETHAL FIRES AND NON-LETHAL EFFECTS. WE SAW FOR THE FIRST TIME INTEGRATION OF FORCES RATHER THAN DECONFLICTION OF FORCES. THIS INTEGRATION ENABLED CONVENTIONAL (AIR, GROUND, AND SEA) FORCES TO LEVERAGE SOF CAPABILITIES TO DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH ASYMMETRIC THREATS AND ENABLE PRECISION TARGETING SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE SAME BATTLE SPACE.\textsuperscript{131}

THE CAF/SOF OPERATIONS DURING OIF DEMONSTRATED A NEW LEVEL OF INTEGRATION AND POTENTIALLY A NEW LEVEL OF MANEUVER WARFARE. THIS INTERDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP MAY BE THE KEY TO TRANSFORMING THE US MILITARY STRUCTURE, PLANNING AND OPERATIONS IN THE 21\textsuperscript{ST} CENTURY AND THE INFORMATION AGE. INTERDEPENDENT CAF/SOF OPERATIONS ARE NOT ONLY TACTICALLY VIABLE, BUT ALSO OPERATIONALLY APPLICABLE.

SOME CRITICS MAY ARGUE THAT THE CAF/SOF MISSION IN THE WESTERN DESERT WAS A FAILURE BECAUSE NO SCUD MISSILES WERE DISCOVERED LET ALONE DESTROYED. IN THIS CASE HOWEVER, DETERMINING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CAF/SOF OPERATIONS SHOULD CONSIDER THE NUMBER OF ENEMY CASUALTIES IN PROPORTION TO THE NUMBER OF FRIENDLY FORCES REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE THOSE CASUALTIES. ADDITIONALLY, THE EFFECTS OF HAVING A SEEMINGLY CREDIBLE FORCE MANEUVERING INTO A FLANKING POSITION IS DIFFICULT TO MEASURE BUT SIMPLE TO UNDERSTAND WHEN THE MAIN FORCE IS ONLY REQUIRED TO ENGAGE HALF THE AVAILABLE REPUBLICAN GUARD DIVISIONS. SIMILARLY, THE BENEFITS OF HAVING A LIGHT, EXTREMELY MOBILE FORCE SECURE THE FLANK OF A RAPIDLY ADVANCING MAIN FORCE PERMITS ADDITIONAL FIGHTING FORCES TO MOVE TO THE FRONT LINES OF THE BATTLE AND DIMINISHES THE NECESSITY TO HOLD FORCES IN THE REAR TO SECURE THE FLANK.

TODAY, UNFORTUNATELY, THOSE WHO PUT ASIDE SERVICE PAROCHIALISMS AND EMBRACED NON-LINEAR BATTLEFIELD OPERATIONS FOLLOWING THE TERRORIST ATTACKS OF SEPTEMBER 11, ARE BEING DISPERSED AND RE-ASSIMILATED BACK INTO THEIR RESPECTIVE SERVICE COMPONENTS THROUGH SCHOOL AND STAFF ASSIGNMENTS COMMENSURATE WITH TRADITIONAL CAREER STOVEPIPES.

Chapter 4

Capturing Non-Linear Battlefield Operations

VICTORY IS TO THE ARMIES WHICH MANEUVER.

Napoleon

Expressing a true sense of jointness, Secretary of the Air Force Dr. James Roche stated "We delivered a transformed Air Force to the battlefield, with armed Predators, Global Hawk, bombers working with our Airmen on the ground to support the CAS mission."132 "We are all on a joint team, and our Air Force exists to produce battlefield effects. Our future is closely tied to the future of our land forces. We have done a good job making this shift. But we can do more. It is important that our land forces continue to see us demonstrate our obvious commitment to air-to-ground support, both deep interdiction and close air support. We will be fully integrated with them, whether they are Army, Marines, SOF or coalition forces."133 Increasingly, air and space power are providing the "scalpel" of joint service operations—the ability to apply discriminate force precisely where required.134

Non-linear battlefield operations warfare does not do away with the necessity of armor or other conventional forces, but it does provide a force that changes traditional planning factors surrounding force ratios. An attacking force may no longer require a 3 to 1 force ratio at the point of attack to defeat a defensive force. The new American way of war is joint maneuver non-linear battlefield operations. Training exercises are essential in developing the relationships that elevate the effectiveness of joint maneuver operations. Combined and joint training of our forces was a

---

133 Roche, n.p.
KEY FACTOR IN OUR SUCCESS DURING OEF AND SUBSEQUENTLY IN OIF AS WELL.\textsuperscript{135} TACTICAL INTEGRATION DURING OEF DEMONSTRATED THE LETHALITY OF NLBO AGAINST AN ENEMY FORCE MANY TIMES LARGER THAN ITSELF. DURING OIF, THE SUCCESS OF THE CAF/SOF TEAM OPERATIONS IN OEF INFLUENCED THE PLANNING AND EXECUTION PROCESS. OPERATIONAL LEVEL INTEGRATION WAS DEMONSTRATED WHEN GENERAL FRANKS ASSIGNED THE CAF/SOF TEAM THE RESPONSIBILITY OF SECURING THE WESTERN DESERT OF IRAQ; THEREBY, SECURING THE LEFT FLANK OF THE LINEAR BATTLEFIELD.

THE NEXT STEP SHOULD BE TO INTEGRATE THESE TWO COMMUNITIES AT THE STRATEGIC LEVEL THROUGH DEVELOPMENT OF LONG TERM RELATIONSHIPS ESTABLISHED AT THE AIR COMBAT COMMAND AND SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND LEVELS. ADDITIONALLY, STAFF OFFICERS FOUNDATIONAL TO THE SUCCESSFUL INTEGRATION OF CAF/SOF IN OEF AND OIF SHOULD BE TASKED TO DEVELOP AND ESTABLISH TACTICS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL OF PLANNING. AS GENERAL FRANKS POINTS OUT, "THE DoD/CIA SYNERGY WHICH WORKED WELL DURING OEF WAS BUILT UPON THE INTEGRATION OF LIAISON OFFICERS IN EACH OF OUR HEADQUARTERS WHICH FACILITATED TEAMWORK AND PAID GREAT DIVIDENDS IN IRAQ."\textsuperscript{136} THIS STAFF INTEGRATION BETWEEN ACC AND USSOCOM SHOULD BECOME A PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT, NOT SOMETHING THAT HAPPENS ONLY IN TIME OF CRISIS. INTEGRATION SHOULD INCLUDE STAFF EXCHANGE TOURS FOR OFFICERS FOLLOWING INTERMEDIATE DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION (IDE) AND SENIOR DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION (SDE). THE INTEGRATION OF STAFF OFFICERS SHOULD PERMEATE THE CHAINS OF COMMAND IN BOTH THE ACC AND THE SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMUNITIES. WITHIN ACC, SOF OFFICERS SHOULD INTEGRATE AT THE COMMAND, NAF, AND WING LEVELS. WITHIN THE SOF COMMUNITY, TACTICAL LEVEL INTEGRATION STRUCTURE IS ALREADY IN PLACE THROUGH THE USE OF SPECIAL TACTICS TEAMS AND COMBAT CONTROLLERS. HOWEVER, TO FURTHER DEVELOP THE OPERATIONAL AND STRATEGIC LEVELS OF INTEGRATION, CAF OFFICERS COMING OUT OF IDE AND SDE SHOULD BE ASSIGNED TO LIAISON POSITIONS WITHIN SOF

\textsuperscript{135} Franks, Testimony to Armed Services Committee, 5.
\textsuperscript{136} Franks, Testimony to Armed Services Committee, 5.
headquarters. Additionally, within each combatant command, a CAF/SOF integration cell should be established within the J5 and the J3 assigned to develop plans aimed at leveraging the benefits of NLBO. The Joint Air-Ground Combat Office at headquarters ACC should consider the effectiveness of the special tactics teams in conjunction with SOF operations in OEF and OIF and apply tactics, techniques and procedures to the Air Support Operations integrated into the Army command structure.\textsuperscript{137}

In the future Army forces will depend more on air power to help them survive and to apply lethal firepower.\textsuperscript{138} Ground maneuver and air attack should be considered as mutually enabling elements in an air-ground team.”\textsuperscript{139}

In dealing with an agile, flexible, and responsive enemy, the military must meet or exceed their ability to change or risk being out maneuvered. The military must be able to adapt and change fast enough to operate within the adversary’s Observation, Orientation, Decision and Action (OODA) loop.\textsuperscript{140} CAF/SOF operations have the speed, precision, lethality, and flexibility to operate within the enemy’s OODA loop. Conventional forces must break the mold of traditionalism and capture the advantages inherent in NLBO. Failure to capture and incorporate lessons learned into doctrine transforms established doctrine into dogma and relegates the combat initiative to global terrorist organizations and the forces loyal to their cause. Conventional CAS established in doctrine is not responsive (flexible) enough to effectively operate within the OODA Loop of an information-realm based enemy.

In military doctrine no less than in the natural sciences, the triumph of new ideas must invariably contend along the way with lifelong resistance,

\textsuperscript{137} Although no formal request has been made, the Army has suggested that two controllers should support each ODA. If every Special Forces group were supported at this level, the Air Force would have to provide 108 controllers per group, for a total of 540 TACs—460 more than are currently available. Prinie, Vick, Grissom, Mueller and Orletski, 143.

\textsuperscript{138} Prinie, Vick, Grissom, Mueller and Orletski, 112.

\textsuperscript{139} Prinie, Vick, Grissom, Mueller and Orletski, 112-113.

\textsuperscript{140} The late Colonel John Boyd’s description of “the OODA Loop is now used as a standard description of decision making cycles.” For a more detailed explanation of Col. Boyd’s OODA Loop see http://www.mindsim.com/mindsim/corporate/ooda.html
PARTICULARLY FROM THOSE WHOSE PRODUCTIVE CAREERS HAVE COMMITTED THEM TO AN OLDER TRADITION.\textsuperscript{141} THOSE WHO DISLIKE THE NOTION OF NON-LINEAR BATTLEFIELD OPERATIONS ARE CAUGHT IN THE COLD WAR ERA. TO THEM, NEW TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS THE \textbf{GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)} AND GPS GUIDED AND STANDOFF WEAPONS HAVE NOT CHANGED THE BATTLEFIELD SIGNIFICANTLY. THEY ARGUE THAT THE DAYS WHEN AN A-10 REQUIRED A VERBAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TARGET AND TARGET ENVIRONMENT FROM THE IP TO TARGET MAY BE GONE FOR NOW, BUT WHEN TECHNOLOGY FAILS OR THE ENEMY IS MORE ADVANCED, THEN THE DESCRIPTION WILL ONCE AGAIN BE NECESSARY. UNFORTUNATELY, THEY DON’T WANT TO ACCEPT THAT TODAY’S BATTLEFIELD IS FLUID AND INFORMATION BASED. IT RELIES UPON GPS AND SPEED. IT INCLUDES B-52’S AT 40,000 FEET. MARKING A TARGET, IP TO TARGET, AND TALK ON DESCRIPTIONS ARE ANTIQUATED AND TIME CONSUMING CHAFF IN AN EVER CHANGING INFORMATION BASED COMBAT ENVIRONMENT. CURRENT CAS DOCTRINE IS BASED ON A SYSTEM OF MECHANIZED LINEAR WARFARE WITH ITS FOUNDATION ESTABLISHED DURING WWII. FOR EXAMPLE, CURRENT CAS DOCTRINE AND PROCEDURES CALL FOR TERMINAL AIR CONTROLLERS TO PUT AIRCRAFT INTO A HOLDING ORBIT WHILE PROVIDING A NINE-LINE BRIEFING. THIS NINE-LINE BRIEFING IS TIME CONSUMING AND FOR THE MOST PART NOT APPLICABLE WHEN AIRCRAFT EMPLOY GPS GUIDED MUNITIONS.\textsuperscript{142} RECENT CONFLICTS DEMONSTRATE THAT 21\textsuperscript{ST} CENTURY WARFARE IS NO LONGER BASED ON MECHANIZED OR LINEAR WARFARE. THE INFORMATION AGE HAS CHANGED THE NATURE OF WARFARE FROM A LINEAR BATTLEFIELD TO A NON-LINEAR BATTLEFIELD.

\textsuperscript{142} The nine-line briefing consists of (1) the initial point (IP), (2) the heading /offset, (3) the distance to the target from the IP in nautical miles, (4) the target elevation (in feet above mean sea level), (5) the target description, (6) the target location (in latitude/longitude, coordinates, offsets or by visual description), (7) the type of marking used (if any), (8) the location of friendly forces (from the target), and (9) the egress route. Prinnie, Vick, Grissom, Mueller and Orletski, 136 and Hawkins, James A., Major General, Joint Chiefs of Staff, \textit{Joint Tactics, Techniques and Procedures for Close Air Support (CAS)}, Joint Publication 3-09.3, Washington DC, September 3, 2003, on-line, Internet, 9 June 2005 available from http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/jel/new_pubs/jp3_09_3.pdf.
CAS comes to the Information Age

The communication structure for immediate air support to conventional army units flows through the Tactical Air Control / Army Air Ground System (TACS/AAGS). This system is predicated and built upon linear battle fought on linear battlefields. Linear battles and battlefields are becoming a thing of the past. Just as the industrial age gave way to the information age, so must linear battles give way to non-linear battles. Linear battlefields were the construct of industrial age armies; non-linear battlefields are the construct of the information age. Doctrine and the TACS/AAGS system should reflect the changing nature and characteristics of the modern battlefield. In the past two conflicts Special Operations Forces and the conventional Combat Air Forces have demonstrated their ability to achieve non-linear battlefield operations. They developed, adapted, and instituted an air support system that matched and supported the non-linear battlefield of the twenty-first century. The Air Force and Army staffs and leadership should put aside their service parochialisms and agendas and embrace joint operations supporting 21st century non-linear maneuver warfare.

Maneuver and Non-Linear Battlefield Operations

Current Air Force doctrine states:

“Maneuver places the enemy in a position of disadvantage through the flexible application of combat power in a multidimensional combat space. Air and space power’s ability to conduct maneuver is not only a product of its speed and range, but also flows from its flexibility and versatility during the planning and execution of operations. Maneuver, like the principle of offensive, forces the enemy to react, allowing the exploitation of successful friendly operations and reducing friendly vulnerabilities.”143

A maneuver force exhibits four common attributes. It comes into direct contact with an enemy and shocks it. It exerts influence over enemy units and terrain. It denies or compels

143 AFDD1, 17 November 2003, 23.
BATTLE. FINALLY, IT GAINS AND EXPLOITS A POSITION OF ADVANTAGE, FORCING THE ADVERSARY TO
REACT OR BE ATTACKED AT A DISADVANTAGE.\textsuperscript{144} AIR FORCE DOCTRINE STATES THAT “AIR AND SPACE
FORCES ARE AN INHERENTLY MANEUVER FORCE IN THEIR OWN RIGHT.”\textsuperscript{145} AIRPOWER CAN GREATLY
ENHANCE THE JOINT THEATER CAMPAIGN INDEPENDENTLY AND IN COOPERATION WITH OTHER MANEUVER
FORCES.\textsuperscript{146} AS GENERAL PATTON STATED, “BATTLES ARE WON BY FIRE AND BY MOVEMENT. THE
PURPOSE OF THE MOVEMENT IS TO GET THE FIRE IN A MORE ADVANTAGEOUS PLACE ON THE ENEMY. THIS
IS FROM THE REAR OR FLANK.”\textsuperscript{147} “WHILE MANEUVER IS THE KEY TO VICTORY, IT IS MANEUVER OF THE
UNITS OF FIREPOWER AND NOT OF THE MASSES OF CANNON FODDER. WE MUST LEARN TO DEPEND FOR
SUCCESS, NOT ON THE PHYSICAL WEIGHT OF THE INFANTRY ATTACK, BUT ON SKILLFUL OFFENSIVE USED
IN COMBINATION OF ALL AVAILABLE WEAPONS, BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE OF MANEUVER.”\textsuperscript{148}

ACCORDING TO REBECCA GRANT, “AIR AND SPACE POWER MADE THE CONDUCT
OF GULF WAR II NOTHING LESS THAN A NEW STYLE OF WARFARE WHICH WILL SET THE
TONE FOR ARMED CONFLICT IN THE 21\textsuperscript{ST} CENTURY.”\textsuperscript{149} “OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM
ABOLISHED THE WARFARE MODES OF THE 19TH AND 20\textsuperscript{TH} CENTURIES THAT INVOLVED
SETTING UP SEQUENTIAL FRONTS, ATTRITION WARFARE, AND LINES OF ENGAGEMENT
WITH THE ENEMY. INSTEAD, GULF WAR II TOOK PLACE ON FIVE SEPARATE FRONTS
SIMULTANEOUSLY AND FLUIDLY, REMOVING VIRTUALLY ALL OF THE ENEMY’S
INITIATIVE.”\textsuperscript{150} “THIS STYLE OF WARFARE IS SO NEW THAT WE DON’T HAVE GOOD WORDS
FOR IT YET,”\textsuperscript{151} GRANT EXPLAINED. “WE TEND TO TALK ABOUT WHAT IT ISN’T:
NONLINEAR, NONSEQUENTIAL, NONCONTIGUOUS OPERATIONS. WHAT THAT ALL IS
SAYING IS THAT THERE IS A CHANGE IN HOW WE BUILT THE FRAMEWORK OF VICTORY.”\textsuperscript{152}
“NO ADVERSARY CAN MASS AGAINST THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT FACING CERTAIN
DESTRUCTION.”\textsuperscript{153} “AS A NATURAL EXTENSION OF ITS LETHALITY, AIRPOWER HAS
BECOME THE ULTIMATE GUARANTOR OF ECONOMY OF FORCE.”\textsuperscript{154} “OPERATIONS
ENDURING FREEDOM AND IRAQI FREEDOM DEMONSTRATED THAT IN THE PRESENCE OF
PRECISION AIRPOWER, FEWER GROUND TROOPS ARE REQUIRED DURING THE COMBAT

\textsuperscript{144} Robert P. Givens, “Turning the Vertical Flank; Airpower as a Maneuver Force in Theater Campaign.”
\textsuperscript{145} AFDD1, 17 November 2003, 41.
\textsuperscript{146} Givens, vii.
\textsuperscript{147} Givens, 7.
\textsuperscript{148} Givens, 1.
\textsuperscript{149} Tirpak, John A. and Hebert, Adam J., n.p.
\textsuperscript{150} Tirpak, John A. and Hebert, Adam J., n.p.
\textsuperscript{151} Tirpak, John A. and Hebert, Adam J., n.p.
\textsuperscript{152} Tirpak, John A. and Hebert, Adam J., n.p.
\textsuperscript{153} Wills, 8.
\textsuperscript{154} Wills, 8.
PHASE OF MODERN WAR.”\textsuperscript{155} CLEARLY TROOPS ON THE GROUND ARE NEEDED, BUT “IT IS VITAL THAT AMERICA DECIDE HOW MANY AND WHAT KIND OF BOOTS TO DEPLOY.”\textsuperscript{156}

THE TRANSFORMATION OF OUR MILITARY INTO THE INFORMATION AGE HINGES ON CHALLENGING TRADITIONAL THOUGHT AND DOCTRINE ESTABLISHED DURING THE INDUSTRIAL AGE AND SOLIDIFIED DURING THE COLD WAR. SERVICE PAROCHIALISMS STAND IN THE WAY OF A NEW AGE IN MANEUVER WARFARE. BATTLES OF THE FUTURE WILL BE WON BY THE FORCE CAPABLE OF OPERATING ON A NON-LINEAR BATTLEFIELD. NLBO CAPITALIZES ON THE SPEED, PRECISION, AND LETHALITY OF THE CAF/SOF INTERDEPENDENT OPERATIONS TO OPERATE WITHIN AN ENEMY’S OODA LOOP. NLBO HAS PROVEN ITSELF EFFECTIVE AT THE TACTICAL AND OPERATIONAL LEVEL OF WAR. NOW IS THE TIME TO CAPTURE IT IN DOCTRINE AND FORMALIZE HABITUAL TRAINING RELATIONSHIPS BEFORE THE INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS SUCCESS ARE ASSIMILATED BACK INTO THE STOVEPIPES OF CONVENTIONAL THOUGHT.

\textsuperscript{155} Wills, 9.
\textsuperscript{156} Wills, 9.
Conclusion

IN THIS THESIS, I ADDRESSED THE ISSUE OF NON-LINEAR BATTLEFIELD OPERATIONS AND HOW TO ENCOURAGE PRODUCTIVE PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN CAF AND SOF UPON WHICH SUCH OPERATIONS MAY DEPEND. I USED THE CAF/SOF INTERDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP THAT DEVELOPED DURING OEF AND WAS FURTHER REFINED DURING OIF AS THE MODEL FOR NON-LINEAR BATTLEFIELD OPERATIONS. USING THIS MODEL TO UNDERSTAND MANEUVER WARFARE IN THE INFORMATION AGE, I HIGHLIGHTED THE NECESSITY TO FURTHER INTEGRATE THE CAF/SOF COMMUNITIES AT THE STRATEGIC LEVEL AND TO CODIFY IN DOCTRINE AND STRATEGY THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HABITUAL TRAINING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THESE TWO COMMUNITIES.

Lesson Learned?

EACH TIME THE CAF AND SOF JOINED FORCES AND BECAME AN INTERDEPENDENT TEAM THEY WERE, AFTER THE MISSION, DISBANDED AND REINTEGRATED BACK INTO THEIR RESPECTIVE COMMUNITIES. EACH EXAMPLE OF INTEGRATED AND INTERDEPENDENT CAF/SOF OPERATIONS STUDIED DEMONSTRATED THAT THE SUCCESSFUL MISSIONS RELIED UPON PRE-MISSION PREPARATIONS AND REHEARSALS. THE MISSIONS THAT DID NOT PLACE A HIGH EMPHASIS ON PERMISSION REHEARSALS AND RELATIONSHIPS EITHER FAILED OR HAD TO RELY ON INDIVIDUAL BRAVERY AND INGENUITY TO OVERCOME UNFORESEEN EVENTS. INDIVIDUAL RELATIONSHIPS REQUIRE TIME TO DEVELOP. ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS REQUIRE TIME AND SENIOR LEADER APPROVAL TO DEVELOP. UNFORTUNATELY, TIME IS NOT ALWAYS AVAILABLE IN A WORLD FILLED WITH TERRORISTS AND ROUGE NATIONS SEEKING WMD.
From the Past, the Future

Visionaries capture and employ lessons from the past to impact the future. To capture and employ lessons from this thesis, leaders must lay aside service parochialisms and develop a non-linear mindset necessary to transform the military from an industrial age linear fighting force to an information age non-linear fighting force. Second, leaders and strategists should incorporate into doctrine and strategy the non-linear battlefield operations model developed by the CAF/SOF team in OEF and OIF. Third, leadership and staffs should establish the habitual training relationships between CAF and SOF organizations necessary to further develop NLBO. Finally, senior leadership should integrate the staffs of ACC and USSOCOM with senior officers from each community.
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